The problem of designing observers and controllers for a partially observed input-state-output machine M is formulated in terms of a tree of first order logics. A first order language L for the description of the controlled evolution and state estimation of M is specified. Conditional control statements are formulated so that (closed loop) control actions occur when specified past measurable (i.e. past observation dependent) conditions are fulfilled. In particular, conditional statements in L will include commands that steer the system state from a current partially observed state (estimate) to a target state, if such a sequence of controls can be proven to exist. We use the acronym COCOLOG to denote the family of first order conditional observer and controller logics for any given input-state-output system. A semantics is supplied for each COCOLOG in terms of interpretations of controlled transitions on a tree of state estimate sets indexed by observation o(k). Extra-logical rules relating members of family logics of a COCOLOG are then presented in the form of meta-level axioms and inference rules. In this paper consistency and completeness of the first order theories in a COCOLOG family are established and examples of the operation of a COCOLOG logic control systm are given. Finally, comparisons of the features of flexibility and complexity issues of logic based and classical control systems are addressed and mention is made of mechanical theorem proving in COCOLOG.
Introduction
As introduced in 11, 41 a classical dynamical observer (hereafter called a classical observer) is an Input-State-Output machine for which the observations of the outputs of an observed machine are taken as the inputs and the state estimates generated by the observer machine constitute the outputs. In [l, 41 we developed general results on the construction and properties o f such observers for current state and initial state estimates for State-Output machines; in (2, 31 we treat the state control problem and extending the results o f [l, 41 t o Input-State-Output (I-S-0) machines.
In this paper we present a theory concerning families of first order logics, called conditional observer and controller logics (COCOLOGs), for describing and reasoning about state estimation and controlled evolution o f a given finite input-state-output machine 111. We supply a semantics for each COCOLOG in terms of interpretations o f controlled transitions on the tree of state estimate sets for A4. Conditional control statements (CCSs) are formulated so that (closed loop) control actions occur when specified past measurable (i.e. past observation dependent) conditions are fulfilled. In particular, conditional statements will include commands that steer the system state from a current partially observed state (estimate) to a target state, (if such a sequence o f controls can be proven t o exist). A controller of this type is called a logic based controller.
There is a strong motivation to use higher level or logic based controllers in situations where time varying and adaptive control problems arise. Let us suppose the observer states o 2 n observer tree OTc(M) have been steered to the state estimate { i k } en route to .I" Work partially supported by NSERC grant A1329.
(see [I, 2, 3,4] for relevant definitions). Next, suppose the dynamics of M change to M' and the current state observer tree OTc(M) changes t o OTc(M'). For a COCOLOG system the description of this change involves a trivial rewriting-plus a consistency verificationo f the axioms o f the COCOLOG. Then one must recompute the observer sub-tree leading to zT and the associated (new) controlled state trajectories t o zT. However, in order for a classical controller t o respond t o this situation it is necessary for a set of z*-homing feedback controllers t o be precomputedfor all possible dynamics of M . A similar ( dually related) situation occurs with the specification of sequences of control objectives (i.e. control problems). For comments on this see Section 3.3.
We regard our formulation of logic based control to be original to our work on the subject, however, it should be noted that there exists a certain commonality of viewpoint between the work described here and the literature concerned with the logical verification of program correctness 191, the application of these ideas to systems and control theory [ll, 12, 131 and logic programming (81.
COCOLOG: Syntax and Semantics
A COCOLOG logic system consists o f a partially ordered set, or family, of first order logics. Each of these logics corresponds to a node in the observer tree of a given automaton. The family of these individual logic systems constitutes a dynamical logic system (see [4] ) which evolves with its environment and updates its structure as time proceeds.
To be more precise, each of the logics is equipped with the knowledge of a corresponding node in the observer tree and is able to make all logical inference steps based on that knowledge. We present this family of first order logics in terms of axiomatic theories. (For an introduction t o axiomatic systems see [lo].) In the theory presented in this paper we let our COCOLOG system run in real time with the observation and control tasks, meaning that we assume all sound inferences following from a given set of axioms are available instantaneously a t each clock instant. The issue of automatic theorem proving will be addressed in later papers.
In this section, we start with an introduction of COCOLOG language and then we will present the syntax and semantics of the "static" part of the COCOLOG, i.e. the logic corresponding to the root node in the observation tree. We first define L as follows:
COCOLOG
The component sets of L are defined as follows:
Constant symbols
A UL-valuation is a function V : VarL + D satisfying 
A formula A is true, UL k A, in the structure UL is defined by: and the set of such formulae will be denoted F m a~. We observe that, as introduced here, L is a multi-sort language, where variables may vary within different domains. This complication can easily be removed by using a sort predicate for each variable, and by replacing each quantified formula via the following equivalence operation:
whete X(z) is the sort predicate for variable x, indicating the membership relation of x E X. This rewriting will allow variables t o vary freely within a single domain and hence we get a single-sort language. In the rest of this paper, we will not distinguish between a formula and its rewritten version for reasons of simplicity.
Semantics of COCOLOG L
domain of interest and I is an interpretation function defined as follows: 
Axiomatic Theory of Tho
A formal logic theory of the language L consists of a set of axioms, which are simply a set of formulae from FmaL, and a set of relations on FmaL, i.e. a set of inference rules, together with concepts of a proofand theoremhood.
A general theory of finite machines is given by simply characterizing the functional property and the semi-group property on the transition function @ and the output function q as explained below:
AUTOMATA AXIOMS
For any U E U , and any xr21,12 E X , and any ~1 .~2 E 1.
@(x, U ) = 11 and @(x, U ) = 5 2 then 1 1 = 2'2
? ( E ) = y1 and q(z) = y2 then =
We write a sequence ulru2,. ..,un by U? then we can express the semi-group property as follows:
for any x E X and for and sequence u i ' E U".
A general theory will be a theory true to every finite machine or a theory which can deduce formulae true for every finite machine not true only for some machine. This general theory can be specialized when the transition function and the output function properties are given specifically. The sequence of specialized theories will be discussed in this and next sections. In which we discuss how a sequence of theories are formed to describe and t o reason about the observation and control tasks. We first present an axiomatic COCOLOG theory of Tb, i.e. a logical theory able to make inferences based on the knowledge possessed by the root node in an observation tree for a given finite machine. The crucial topic of further specializations of this theory, obtained by observations on the finite machine as time proceeds, are discussed in Section 2.4.
There are two sets of axioms in T~Q , one is the logical axioms which are set of valid formulae (i.e. true in all models) which together with the rules of inference generate all valid formulae; the other is a set of ~p c~i~l axioms which specify the true facts concerning the subject logic describes.
We include logical axioms and equality axioms in ThQ; for a detailed presentation of these axioms sec [lo] .
The special axioms for a given finite machine M are described as follows:
is satisfed by the given finite machine M then we have the following dynamic axiom:
AX ~d y y
L)
The dynamic axioms state the facts about the state transition of the given finite machine M and the number of dynamic axioms is less than
For any pair of constants zi E X M , y' E Y M satisfying the relation lXMIIUMl.
9(x') = y', we have the following output axiom:
AXMO"~( L)
The output axioms state the fact of output of M and the number of output axioms equal to (XM(.
The automaton axioms given above correspond to an infinite number of models. We get an unique model when we further make the specifications of 1x1 = N, (YI = p and (U( = m in terms of axioms. Moreover, we also need t o specify addition and subtraction functions for the finite domain I#N) of integers. The overflow situation can be detected and treated by a meta-level agent as a shout down command see Section 3.3.
REACHABILITY AXIOMS
We define recursively the relation of reachability by the following axioms: We give a simple example t o illustrate a logic based control system in The finite machine M = (XM, U',YM, @, 9) is given in Fig. 1 . To illustrate logical deduction in COCOLOG we shall give a proof of the theorem RbZ(zl,z3,2) in theory Tho, which states that the state .rl The proofs of theorems of theory Tho can also be generated mechanically by the resolution refutation based theorem prover. Robinson has proved the soundness and completeness of resolution principle 1141, and the problem of applying the resolution principle to systems which contain equality predicate has been addressed in a vast literature of which we only 0 reference the standard text [5].
Observation Dependent COCOLOGs: Tlz(of)
In Section 2, we stated tbat a COCOLOG system is a family of first order conditional observer and controller logics, and we defined a syntax, a semantics and an axiomatic theory for T b . This family of theories is intended to be used to describe and reason about the behavior of observers and controllers for a given finite machine. Corresponding to a path in an observation tree, the family of these logic systems is a partially ordered set. We note that an ordered sequence of such theories may be viewed as being generated by a dynamical logic system, see 
, T h ( o t ) .
Since these theories are observation dependent, we call them observation dependent COCOLOGs.
COCOLOG Language L(of) and Syntax
The language L(o:) is extended from the language L by adding new atomic predicates defined as follows: Aprj = {eCSEj(.)}.
We define F m a~, = Fmar,. The set of well formed formulae F~O~, (~: ) is then defined by:
A ::= pk I B I A' + A" 1 VVA'
where B E FmaL(o:-l), $ok E ApTk and A', A" E FmaL(,:).
Semantics of COCOLOG L(o:)
As before, an L(op)-structure UL ( Example 2 Here we take a specific state estimation strategy for an explanation of this see [l] and represent it in axiomatic form:
In case k > 1 :
AXMest(ob, L(o:), +)
The satisfaction relation ofUL(o:)
A[V]
is an extension ofUl,(k,;-~) I =
A[V] obtained by adding the following definitions:
Again the properties true and false for a formula and the concept of a model for a theory Th(oi) are defined in analogy as those in Section 2.3.
Next we present an axiomatic theory for this logic.
Axiomatic Theory of Th(of)
We assume that at each instant k, the observer will observe u ( k -1) and y(k), and for each U ' and y' such that ui = u(k -1) and yi = y(k), the following formulae as observation axioms will be used to form the Next we consider a control theory at the instant k.
CONTROL AXIOMS

Cj(.) is a conditional formula expressible in terms of FmaL(,r;).
The following is the general form of a set of Control Axioms, where
C~( F m a~(~f ) )
-Eq(uk,u') AXMas(cntl, L(o!)) Rbl(x, xT, I ) A Rbl($(i(z, U"), x T , 1 -1) -E Q ( U k , U").
0
This states that if reachability from x E {z}(oi) to xT holds, then, by evaluating @({G}(ok), U*), we reduce the number of steps required to reach the predefined target state $ by one. In this caseLy an extralogical rule we assign the state feedback control function v({ii.}(of). n.T) to be equal to one of the calculated values of U?.
The past measurable (provable) requirement of these conditional axioms are implicitly given by the following axioms of existence and uniqueness, which state that one and only one of the conditional predicates can be proved. EXISTENCE A X I O M where Cl,. . .,C, are the conditional formulae appeared in the control axioms as before.
UNIQUENESS AXIOMS
Consistency and Completeness of COCOLOG
We first show that the COCOLOG theory T h is consistent in this section and then prove a generalized completeness theorem which states the set of theorems of Tho arc exactly the set of true formulae in the class of models of AXMdPe(L).
These results for observation dependent theories T h ( q k ) can be obtained in a same manner.
We say a set of formulae T is consistent with respect to the axiomatic theory of first order logic with equality if there does not exist any formula A where A and -.A are both derivable from T .
The completeness of the axiomatic theory presented at Section 2.4 can be shown based on the completeness of a first order theory with equality as follows: Now we introduce a concept of absolute consistency and then show that the two concepts are equivalent for any logic theory which take the Modus Ponens as its rule of inference.
A set of formulae T is absolutely Insistent with respect to a first order theory with equality if and only I there exists sortie formula which is not derivable from T , i.e. 3d,T YL A. 
M E F A iff I F L A .
0
From this generalized completeness theorem we see that each theorem d E Tho will be true in every model of E, There are infinitely many such models. How can we determine the truthfulness of a given formula when there exists a possibly infinite number of models? By the generalized completeness theorem we know truthfulness can be identified with theor,emhood. Any proof of a theorem is, by definition, a finite sequence of formulae, and in many cases the length L of the sequence is bounded by a polynomial function of the length of the theorem plus axioms. However it is known that in the worst case a proof can be intractable (i.e. of length at least exponential in L). Specifically, Haken 17) has shown recently that there are families of propositional formulae whose minimal length resolution proofs will be bounded below by an exponential function of the number of clauses in the formulae. Moreover, the cost of searching for a proof of a true formula is greater than the length of the proof itself because no existing strategy for a resolution proof will avoid generating useless unifications or resolvents. To minimize such a cost via different strategies becomes the key issue in the subject of mechanical theorem proving. Mechanical procedures for proving theorems in COCOLOG will be discussed in a subsequent paper.
Extra-Logical Transitions Between Logical T'tler;.lvie:
A realization of a COCOLOG is d swh: e i i~ t: of first order theories generated by a given sequence of oils.= v i wi. It corresponds to a path in the COCOLOG tree structure (see .': 1 he true formulae in the nodes of this tree can be captured by a poss,h ?if;. In" interpretation of a modal logic see [6] . Instead of modal logic, we t Family of classical first order logics to codify the state observation and c:.rtrol problem since we believe a modal logic representation would be too restrictive. The word restrictive is used in the following two senses: First, it can easily represent a static world. In other words, a modal logic canno. iandle many unknowns or the changes in the dynamics or the environment of the system and this prohibit the use of the logic for real time control tasks. Second, it is not necessary to code all the paths of an observation tree into a logic since a physical system cannot realize all such possibilities. Therefore the extra coding of modal logic system will simply further delay its response time For more discussion on this see (41.
In order for the family of logics in a COCOLOG to work coherently certain requirements have to be met. There requirements can be viewed as requirements on the transitions between logical theories which can not be represented in these theories themselves. Hence the extra-logical feature of the transitions must be described at a meta-level. In the following we represent the meta-level requirement as meta-level axioms and the meta-level properties as meta-level rules of inference.
Meta-level axioms will be used t o describe the assumption that there are no errors on the observation channel and the control actions sent from the logic controller will be implemented instantly and correctly. Hence there will not exist any conflict between observation and control axioms and reality. 
The sequence of theories satisfying the following condition
We see that this sequence of COCOLOGs combined with the meta-level requirements constitute a closed loop feedback logical control system as displayed in Fig, 3 I Meta-level agent I can be steered into the target state by some control in three steps then take the first control, Otherwise take the control 5 which will lead the machine into an idle state.
A meta-level agent will then add observation axiom Ey(V1, ,yl) and the following control axioms t o theory Tho t o generate theory 7'h(o1). vx, 3u', u"eCSEl(x) A E q ( @ ( @ ( @ ( z , U'), U"), ?/I), .r') -E Q ( U k , 211) V x ,~u ' , u ' '~~S~~( z )~~q ( Q ( Q (~( z , u ' ) where Ci is an abbreviation o f Vr, 3u',""eCSE(2)I\Eq(@ (Q(Q(.r.,o' ).
U"), U'),$).
The theorems of the theory T h ( q ) include: eCSEl(xl), cC.S/;l(.tr2), -eCSEl(x3),, Eq(u1,u2) and E q ( a l , a l ) , . . . , etc.
The control of ~( 1 ) = u2 will be implemented as a result of the theorem E q ( u 1 ,~2 ) proved Tho. k, IC0 5 IC 5 k,, the control problem U; can be changed t o U;* E R, and the same complexity considerations outlined above still apply.
